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QUESTION 1

A developer has created a file system in Oracle Cloud Infrastructure (OCI) File Storage service. She launches an Oracle
Linux compute instance and successfully mounts the file system from the instance. 

She then tries writing to the file system from the compute instance using the following command: 

touch /mnt/yourmountpoint/helloworld 

But gets an error message: 

touch: cannot touch ‘/mnt/yourmountpoint/helloworrld’: Permission denied 

Which is a reason for this error? (Choose the best answer.) 

A. ‘touch’ command is not available in Oracle Linux by default. 

B. Service limits or quota for file system writes have been breached. 

C. User is not part of any OCI Identity and Access Management group with write permissions to File Storage service. 

D. User is connecting as the default Oracle Linux user ‘opc’ instead of ‘root’ user. 

Correct Answer: C 

Reference: https://itectec.com/unixlinux/touch-cannot-touch-test-permission-denied/ 

 

QUESTION 2

You have received an email from your manager to provision new resources on Oracle Cloud Infrastructure (OCI). When
researching OCI, you determined that you should use OCI Resource Manager. Since this is a task that will be done
multiple times for development, test, and production. You will need to create a command that can be re-used. 

Which CLI command can be used in this situation? (Choose the best answer.) 

A. oci resource-manager stack create ––tenancy–id \ ––config-source prod.zip ––variables file://variables.json \
––display-name Production stack build \ ––description Creating new Production environment 

B. oci resource-manager stack update ––compartment–id \ ––config-source prod.zip ––variables file://variables.json \
––display-name “Production stack build” \ ––description Creating new Production environment 

C. oci resource-manager stack create ––compartment–id \ ––config-source prod.zip ––variables file://variables.json \
––display-name Production stack build \ ––description Creating new Production environment 

D. oci resource-manager stack update ––tenancy–id \ ––config-source prod.zip ––variables file://variables.json \
––display-name “Production stack build” \ ––description Creating new Production environment 

Correct Answer: C 
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QUESTION 3

You have the following compartment structure within your company\\'s Oracle Cloud Infrastructure (OCI) tenancy: 

You want to create a policy in the root compartment to allow SystemAdmins to manage VCNs only in CompartmentC. 

Which policy is correct? (Choose the best answer.) 

A. Allow group SystemAdmins to manage virtual-network-family in compartment CompartmentB:CompartmentC 

B. Allow group SystemAdmins to manage virtual-network-family in compartment Root 

C. Allow group SystemAdmins to manage virtual-network-family in compartment
CompartmentA:CompartmentB:CompartmentC 

D. Allow group SystemAdmins to manage virtual-network-family in compartment CompartmentC 

Correct Answer: D 

Reference: https://docs.oracle.com/en-us/iaas/Content/Identity/Concepts/policies.htm 

 

QUESTION 4

You are working with Terraform on your laptop and have been tasked with spinning up multiple compute instances in
Oracle Cloud Infrastructure (OCI) for a project. In addition, you are also required to collect IP 

addresses of provisioned instances and write them to a file and save it in your laptop. Which specific Terraform
functionality can help accomplish this task? (Choose the best answer.) 

A. Terraform modules 

B. Terraform remote state 

C. Terraform local-exec 

D. Terraform remote-exec 

Correct Answer: A 
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QUESTION 5

What is a key benefit of using Oracle Cloud Infrastructure\\'s Resource Manager for your Terraform provisioning and
management activities? (Choose the best answer.) 

A. You can use Resource Manager to apply patches to all existing Oracle Linux interfaces in a specified compartment. 

B. Resource Manager has administrative privileges by design. Even if your IAM user does not have access, you can
leverage Resource Manager to provision new resources to any compartment in the Tenancy. 

C. You can use Resource Manager to identify and maintain an inventory of all Compute and Database instances across
your tenancy. 

D. Resource Manager manages to Terraform state file for your infrastructure and locks the file so that only one job at a
time can run on a given stack. 

Correct Answer: D 

Reference: https://docs.oracle.com/en-us/iaas/Content/ResourceManager/Concepts/ samplecomputeinstance.htm 
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